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Introduction 

Recent literature on cities emphasises much that is new and exciting about 

contemporary urban life.  Cities are seen as the increasingly important sites of an 

emergent global culture – a culture of global or world cities characterised by new 

forms of engagement, association, democracy, representation and interaction all of 

which are articulated through new and often strange geographies (e.g. Soja 1996, 

Amin & Thrift 2002, Bell & Jayne 2005).  Although there is great variety within this 

literature a common theme seems to be that contemporary cities and urban culture 

more generally are rewriting some of the basic assumptions of social life.  The 

announcement during 2004 that humanity has become, for the first time, a majority 

urban species suggests that these ideas are both timely and appropriate.  Whilst this 

literature says much about the seeds of the future that can be detected in the 

contemporary city, it tends to say relatively little about the inheritances from the past.  

The purpose of this chapter is to highlight just one of these – the enduring and 

ambiguous relationship between cities and (nation) states.   

There are two main reasons for focusing on this relationship.  The first is simply that 

it is perhaps the most significant relationship in the long-term development of both 
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cities and states.  The ways in which states formed, particularly in Europe, was in part 

determined by the nature, scale and power of the cities prevailing in particular 

territories (de Vries 1984, Tilly 1990, Reinhard 1996, Bonney 1998).  There is, for 

example, a clear correlation between the commercial power of cities such as London 

and Amsterdam in the later middle ages and the subsequent formation of advanced 

industrial, bureaucratic and imperial states during the 18th and 19th centuries (Jacobs 

1985, Tilly 1990).  The second reason is that the inheritance of state-city relations is 

very much still present in the affective capacity of contemporary cities.  In practice 

this means that for all the exciting possibilities that the new urban cultures seem to 

offer, cities continue to be severely constrained by their long historical subordination 

to the state (Weber 1951, Frug 1999 and both below).   

The ascendance of state power over the city has been a continuous if not constant 

process since at least the early 19th century.  In many ways, the history of the 

development of advanced capitalist ‘national’ political-economies – starting in 

Europe, but spreading worldwide by the late twentieth century – is the history of the 

assertion of the national state over the earlier disparate social, political and economic 

geographies of cities (Poovey 1996, Joyce 2003).  Despite claims to the contrary this 

process has not been reversed by the recently ascendant urban order: though the 

challenges posed to the state by the practices and discourses of globalization have 

undoubtedly made it more ambiguous.  Despite this, the state has largely been written 

out of recent geographical thinking on cities, producing what can often be a rather 

one-sided and voluntaristic account of the potential of the city.  What I want to argue 

here is that despite the promises of globalization, urbanization and network spaces, we 

are still living in an era of what might be called ‘state-cities’ – cities that remain 

relatively ‘powerless’ with respect to the states they inhabit (cf. Frug 1999 and 

below). 

This chapter will briefly examine the histories of three overlapping aspects of the 

relationship between states and cities: taxation, money and law.  The history of these 

three sets of practices and institutions has been an essentially urban one – they are all 

products of the city and have been in turn instrumental in the development of urban 

form.  All three are also, however, the cornerstones of the theory and practice of 

national ‘sovereignty’ - their mutual innovation being integral to the consolidation of 

the territorial state through a series of shifts in the nature of state/economy relations 
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that take place from around the mid eighteenth century to the early twentieth.  These 

processes run parallel to, and are closely bound up with the development of national 

cultural identities which have been described at length elsewhere (cf. in particular 

Anderson 1991, Poovey 1995, Joyce 2003).  Although the idea that states still 

exercise a meaningful national sovereignty over these matters is increasingly 

questionable (Beveridge 1991, Cameron & Palan 2004, Cameron 2005), in practice 

states retain much of the institutional paraphernalia forged during the period of their 

assertion over and above the city.  An awareness of this history, I want to argue here, 

is essential to understand the limitations as well as the potential of contemporary cities 

to deliver true social, political, economic and cultural alternatives. 
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Taxation 

In 1835 the British Parliament passed legislation that was to permanently alter the 

formal fiscal relationship between state and city.  The Municipal Corporations Act of 

that year swept away one of the most significant vestiges of the feudal system by 

abolishing the bodies that had governed British cities for several hundred years.  

Created by royal charters starting in the twelfth century, municipal corporations ran 

cities as corporate enterprises, usually controlled by a small group of powerful 

individuals (usually leading merchants) which had extensive powers to raise taxes 

from the city populations, organise militias and police forces, charge tariffs on goods 

entering the city walls and so on.  As Charles Tilly has argued, cities and states (not 

yet ‘nation’ states, but increasingly centralised from the 15th century onwards) 

constituted the sites of very different forms of social power.  Cities, Tilly argued ,were 

the natural centres of capital formation in a pre-capitalist world.  States, by contrast, 

which comprised various constellations of monarchy, aristocracy, theocracy and the 

military were the sites of ‘coercive power’ (Tilly 1990).   

The growing significance of mercantile trade and the increasing monetization of inter-

city economies meant that ‘city-states’ developed – often wielding a degree of power 

and influence comparable to contemporary nation states (e.g. late-medieval Florence, 

Venice, Genoa, Amsterdam, etc. cf. de Vries 1976, Tilly 1990)  In the context of the 

more centralised but still very weak patrimonial state of feudal Britain, this dispersed 

power structure allowed a degree of control to be exercised on behalf of the monarchy 

without the need for the elaborate and expensive infrastructures now associated with 

the bureaucratic state.  Although taxes were imposed by monarchs and parliaments, 

their collection was traditionally contracted out to ‘tax farmers’, who would guarantee 

a certain revenue to the state in return for a licence to set local, including urban, tax 

rates (Webber & Wildavsky 1986).   

Whilst this system could impose significant burdens during periods of warfare, for the 

most part the central states of Europe were funded through borrowing from merchant 

banks rather than through general taxation.  When taxes were imposed they were 

generally on the consumption of commodities (salt, candles, soap, wine, beer, 

tobacco, etc.), on some aspect of land or housing (window tax, hearth tax, roof tax, 

etc.), on produce (tithes) or, punitively aimed at particular urban populations (tallages) 

and therefore well suited to local collection and management (Webber & Wildavsky 
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1986).  This, combined with the fact that public accounting on a national scale was 

weak, meant that even had a general income tax been proposed it would not have been 

feasible (Bonney 1998).   

This gradually changed throughout Europe – though with Britain leading the way – as 

the military and infrastructural demands upon the state grew.  As the reading from 

Pierre Bourdieu below suggests, the pressure on states to establish general taxes was 

in a relation of ‘circular causality’ with their need to fund the military.  The need to 

create well-equipped standing armies to consolidate and defend both the national 

territory and growing imperial possessions gave rise to an increasing need to extract a 

steady supply of money.  This, in turn, further stimulated the need to define and 

control both the territory and population to be taxed.   

Although the process of national fiscal consolidation developed haphazardly 

throughout Europe (indeed it is ongoing in certain parts of Eastern Europe and the 

former Soviet States), fiscal historians have demonstrated a general drift towards the 

creation of centrally organised territorial fiscal states roughly from the 13th through to 

the nineteenth century and beyond (cf. in particular Reinhard 1996, Bonney 1998).  

Although the processes in each place differed, by the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 

most European states had enacted legislation both to create a national fiscal space and, 

in doing so, to severely restrict the powers of cities to raise taxes outside of national 

frameworks (cf Frug 1999 and below). 

In fiscal terms, not only did the nation of tax-payers need to be defined in relation to 

an external world through the consolidation of territory and demography (the nation), 

the domestic space of the state had to be standardised (Bourdieu 1998 and below).  

The introduction of modern accounting standards starting in the 15th century (Poovey 

1998), the increasing mathematization of governance through the development of 

‘political arithmetic’ (Frängsmyr et al, 1990) and various treatises on ‘national’ 

political economies and taxation (cf. various authors in O’Brien 1999 a & b) all 

presaged moves to strip cities of their independent fiscal powers.   

The 1835 Municipal Corporations Act broadly coincided with the introduction of a 

national income tax in the UK.  Although the tax had been brought in before – first in 

1799 – this was a reluctant move in response to a particular emergency.  Although the 

1799 tax became known as ‘the tax that beat Napoleon’ – since it funded the 
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expansion of the fleet and coastal defences against the threat from Revolutionary 

France – it was repealed at the first possible opportunity and all records ordered to be 

destroyed for fear of creating a precedent.  Despite efforts to prevent it, by the 1830s 

the financial needs of the state made the general introduction of the national income 

tax inevitable, and alongside it, the elimination of competing fiscal jurisdictions 

(Webber and Wildavsky 1986, Daunton 2001).   

Since that time, as recent urban theorists have pointed out, cities have grown and 

changed both in terms of their internal structures and cultures (economic, political and 

social) and in terms of their relations with wider national territories.  The increasing 

pace of urbanization, and the increasing pressures on and conflicts over city resources 

mean that many cities are experiencing ‘fiscal crisis’ (Joyce & Mullins 1991, 

Carmichael & Midwinter 1999, Kincaid 1999, Frug 1999).  State control of urban 

taxation has produced significant problems for some cities where national fiscal 

norms and allocations do not correspond to the changing needs of growing urban 

populations (cf. McGee 1999 and Le Galès 2002).  The tensions between fiscal 

centralism and increasing urbanization are being felt particularly in those parts of the 

world where cities are growing most rapidly.  As McGee (1999) notes with respect to 

rapidly growing Asian ‘mega-cities’: 

The issue of devolution is crucial importance to the success of urban governance 

for it ultimately depends on the willingness of national governments to permit 

local city governments to assume greater responsibilities for taxation, land 

management, urban infrastructure and transportation.  There is a paradox here 

for while national governments want to retain political control of their largest 

cities, the current policy framework of deregulation, privatization and 

government budgetary restraints that is part of the development package 

promoted by international funding agencies requires that countries devolve this 

power to a variety of governmental, quasi governmental and private agencies at 

the city level.  Within the Asian context the pace of this devolution is very 

uneven. 

If devolution to the urban level is ‘uneven’ in Asia, it is non-existent in western 

Europe and North America (Frug 1999).  This, ironically, is precisely because of the 

pressure felt by national governments to impose budgetary restraints.  The increasing 

scale and economic importance of cities relative the ‘national’ economy as a whole 
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suggests that were fiscal control relinquished to urban authorities, the pressure on 

cities to increase tax rates in the interests of the welfare and competitiveness of their 

own populations would be immense (cf. also, Le Galès 2002, pp.90-91 for similar 

observations regarding European cities). 

 

Money 

Although we now routinely associate money with the state – national or multinational 

in the case of the Euro – the innovation of modern forms of money was often carried 

out within cities.  This includes coinage which, although it has existed for many 

centuries, only became fully controlled and standardised by the major European 

trading cities from the 15th century onwards (Davies 2002, Helleiner 2003).  Until the 

nineteenth century money was not standardised or necessarily controlled by the state, 

but was produced by private banks, merchants, churches, city corporations and so on 

(Helleiner 2003)  That said, the beginnings of standardised currencies began with 

actions taken by particular cities.  During the 17th century, for example, the Bank of 

Amsterdam, founded in 1609, took the unprecedented step of accepting all forms of 

gold and silver coinage as well as bullion and converted it into a standard coin which 

it required to be used for all transactions taking place within and through the port.  

This greatly reduced the administrative cost of money for both the banks and the 

traders as well as greatly increasing the transparency and security of the coinage.  (de 

Vries 1976:229).  This capacity of cities to manage money and trade in part led to 

their massive growth during the 17th and 18th centuries.  De Vries (1976) estimates 

that the populations of the major European trading ports grew by over 250 percent 

between 1600 and 1750 as they became the transit points for imperial commodities 

and for the increasing quantities of gold and silver from the Americas (cf also, Davies 

2002,). 

The success of the major cities in standardising money in this way, however, also 

brought about their eventual eclipse by national monetary systems.  The standardising 

logic of the city bank was extended to the creation of ‘national’ banks towards the end 

of the 17th century (the Bank of England was founded by a group of London 

merchants in 1694) which were linked directly to government not by ownership but 

because the assets of the Bank were underwritten by guarantees based on government 
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debt and future tax receipts.  This in turn spurred the formation of what eventually 

became ‘state-managed fiduciary money’ (i.e. standardised money sanctioned by state 

authorities and underwritten by state finances) which spread widely from the early 

nineteenth century to the early twentieth (Helleiner 2003: 34).  At the same time as 

taxation was being standardised and nationalised, therefore, so the currencies with 

which it was to be paid were also brought under much tighter state control.  Britain 

created the first national coinage with a value officially fixed to the gold standard in 

1816 followed fairly quickly by many others (United States 1859, Portugal 1854, 

Switzerland 1860, Italy 1862, France 1864, Belgium 1865 Germany 1873, Austria-

Hungary 1892) (Helleiner 2003:33-4).  During the same period paper banknotes, 

which did not at the time have the same status as metal coins, were also becoming 

increasingly used and standardised.  As Helleiner (2003:35) puts it: 

The most famous example [of note standardization] was England where the 

1844 Bank Act gradually phased out the notes of various small “country” banks 

that had been issuing notes since the mid eighteenth century and promised the 

Bank of England a note monopoly.  Some other examples included Belgium 

(1850), Portugal (1891), Germany (1875), Sweden (1897), Argentina (1890), 

Nicaragua (1911), Uruguay (1896) and Bolivia (1914). 

This ‘nationalization’ of money and banking not only changed the geography of 

money – the ‘country’ banks Helleiner refers to above were primarily based in towns 

and cities – but changed the nature of money.  As Ingham (1999, 2004) has argued, 

the consolidation and legitimation of paper currency represented a shift of the 

meaning of money away from being based on precious metals, to being based on the 

volume of credit circulating in the market.  The expansive nature of the debt markets 

that develop during this period, and which have subsequently grown into the global 

finance system, were not suited to the relatively restricted circuits of money and 

goods in cities.  Wealth may still be generated in and through urban environments, 

this is to suggest, but the financial system that supports and absorbs that wealth has 

long since transcended the capacity of individual cities.   

Where local communities and third sector groups within towns and cities have 

innovated alternative forms of currency – in the forms of Local Exchange Trading 

Schemes (LETS) – these apply to very restricted circuits of people and place, in all 

cases are pegged at a fixed rate to the national currency and have been described as a 
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‘second class economy’ which legitimizes, ‘the abandonment by mainstream society 

of the jobless poor, and of the welfare services they depend on’ (Bowring 1998:107).  

This can hardly be seen to presage a confident reassertion of urban financial 

independence (cf. also, Ingham 2004:184-7). 

Despite the relative weakness of such ‘alternative’ moneys, cities are by no means 

irrelevant to the (re)production of money.  Rather the geography of urban monetary 

influence has become highly concentrated in a few cities – ‘global’ cities such as 

London, New York and Tokyo – and remains subject to rigorous state control.  Those 

more recent manifestations of money that are not directly regulated by the state – the 

offshore currency and derivatives markets  – occupy a unique legal space which is not 

contained by any conventional spatial category – urban or national (Palan 2003, 

Cameron & Palan 2004). 
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Law 

Although the various historical processes outlined above varied enormously from city 

to city and state to state, and whilst the factors driving the ascendance of the state over 

the city are extremely complex, one factor underpins them all: law.  The location of 

the law is a matter of considerable controversy.  The history of law is one produced by 

and large in cities – not just because that is where the institutions and personnel were 

located, but because the need for law itself is partly a product of increasing 

urbanization.  Law develops and evolves as human societies become more and more 

complex and require ever more elaborate systems of regulation, protection and 

sanction to maintain justice, equity and the norms of collective social life.   

However, law cannot be contained within any single city for all that it might be 

derived from and articulated with respect to that city’s population.  Law, like the city 

itself, leaks out of the physical boundaries and defies containment.  This produces the 

situation wherein law is only ever partially, contingently and temporarily contained by 

any spatial formation – city, state or any other.  The complexities of legal space are 

illustrated by the eminent jurist William Twining in his account of Globalisation and 

Legal Theory when he attempts to ‘map’ the law of Northern Ireland (2000: 138): 

…it is often said that it is easier to see a legal order as a whole in a small 

jurisdiction than in a large one.  Northern Ireland illustrates very clearly that this 

is a half-truth.  The last thirty years have made all the complexities of human 

relations and local legal ordering more visible than in most places; this 

jurisdiction is also a clear example of legal pluralism.  No legally interested 

person…can understand law in Northern Ireland by focusing only on Northern 

Ireland municipal law.  Multiple legal orders are part of the local legal situation.  

Like it or not, United Kingdom law, the law of the Republic of Ireland, 

European Union law, Public International Law, Human Rights Law, and 

developments in the common law world all bear directly on interpreting local 

legal issues.  So too do different kinds of ‘non state law’…One consequence of 

globalisation is a tendency to loosen the association of the ideas of law, state, 

and nation and so to make more salient the multiplicity of legal orderings. 
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Interestingly, Twining ends his attempt to map law by adopting the metaphor of the 

‘invisible city’ from the Italian novelist Italo Calvino recognising simultaneously the 

localism of legal praxis with the multiplicity and pluralism of law itself.   

This multiplicity, whilst less obvious or pronounced during periods of strong national 

state authority – as asserted by the sorts of laws over taxation and money outlined 

above – is not new.  Indeed law long predated the nation state and was in many ways 

‘globalized’ – particularly through its articulation by merchant cities through the lex 

mercatoria (merchant law) - long before the development of any modern sense of 

territorial jurisdiction (Cutler 1997; Mertens 1997).   

The problem of the law we are concerned with here, therefore, is not whether the state 

retains full legal sovereignty – a concept which jurists and philosophers have argued 

for many years is extremely problematic (cf. for example Schmitt 2003, Agamben 

1998) – but whether its legal precedence with respect to cities remains extant, 

whatever other jurisdictional scales can be brought to bear.  As the excerpt from US 

Supreme Court cited by Frug below suggests, despite the praxis of legal pluralism, the 

doctrine of state sovereignty strongly prevails – to such a degree that the Federal state 

reserves the right to override and/or destroy any aspect of a city that it considers a 

threat.  This apparently extreme tension between state and city, whilst in part an 

artefact of contradictions inherent the formation of the US as a unified but federal 

state, also has precedents that reach far back into the history of state theory.  Hence, 

for example, Thomas Hobbes’ oft-cited warnings over the unchecked power of cities: 

Another infirmity of a Common-wealth, is the immoderate greatnesse of a 

Town, when it is able to furnish out of its own Circuit, the number, and expence 

of a great Army: As is also the great number of Corporations; which are as it 

were many lesser Common-wealths in the bowels of a greater, like worms in the 

entrails of a naturall man. (1985 [1651] :374-5.  Also cited in Frug 1999:34) 

The Municipal Corporations Act can in legal terms be read as a means of curing the 

nascent state of at least some of the ‘worms’ in its entrails.  The Act, along with 

numerous other legal, economic, welfare and social reforms around the same period 

sought to create, what Poovey describes as the ‘abstract space’ of the nation – 

disaggregating existing social and spatial practices (primarily those organised at the 

level of the city) and reconstituting them with respect to a ‘conceptual grid that 
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enables every phenomenon to be compared, differentiated, and measured by the same 

yardstick’. (1995:9).  As Patrick Joyce has argued more recently, the Municipal 

Corporations Act was key to this normalising process - creating a particular type of 

citizen who was no longer subordinated to the essentially feudal structures of the city: 

The terms of the 1835 Act themselves decreed that justice be strictly separated 

from municipal government.  In effect the franchise created voters who were 

technically equal and identical, composed of the same substance (masculinity, 

property and membership by residence of a single urban, political community), 

unlike the multiple political subjectivities of previous times. 

The partial elimination of older forms of legal relationships in the cities, and the 

imposition of the emergent norms of nationhood during this period can still be seen in 

the ambiguities of urban ‘citizenship’ today.  Although analysts can discuss 

‘effective’ citizenship being articulated through the participatory and identitary spaces 

of the city (Holston and Appadurai 2003), formal legal citizenship still rests with the 

nation state, however compromised that concept may be in practice.  Despite the 

pluralism of the law described by Twining above, therefore, and although social life in 

practice for may urban populations bears little or no relationship to the norms 

legislated for in the 19th century state, the national legal order maintains a high degree 

of precedence.  Even in the context of the European Union which has been marked by 

an unprecedented internationalization of legal jurisdiction (through, for example, the 

European Courts and human right legislation), we can still see a marked (re)assertion 

of formal national sovereignty (for example, through Britain’s and others refusal to 

join the Euro, the Schengen Agreement and other ‘superstate’ legislation). 
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Conclusion 

The creation of the ‘social body’ of the nation from the early nineteenth century to the 

late twentieth century and beyond has entailed a simultaneous evacuation of 

difference between places (such as the elimination of the legal, fiscal, monetary and 

political powers of cities) and imposition of ‘national’ norms of identity, behaviour, 

class, gender, and so on.  All of these were supported and regulated by standardised 

institutions of taxation, money and law (amongst others).  The process has never been 

complete, of course.  The particularities within and between contemporary cities, for 

example, are in part a product of the state’s inability to fully eliminate what Poovey 

(1995:53) evocatively describes as ‘old rationalities, like undigestible bits of bone in 

the craw of modernity’. 

For this reason, by stressing the continuing role of the state in the governance of the 

city in this chapter I am not seeking to refute urban geography’s current fascination 

with the city or to deny its importance.  I am, however, arguing that awareness of the 

longer historical relationship between the city and the state has important implications 

for the contemporary city.  If the new spaces of the urban – the networks, the flows, 

the hyperreal, the mediascape, the ‘glocal’ and so on – are truly to offer alternatives to 

the ossified politics of the state, then they will have to overcome the accumulated 

weight of state power which has dominated the city for nearly two centuries.  A 

politics of the city, this is to suggest - a city that is more than merely a ‘creature of the 

state’ (Frug 1999 and below) - must also and necessarily be a politics of the state if it 

is to effect real change for the newly emergent urban culture.  
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Reading1 

Weber, M [1921] (1958) The City, Ontario, The Free Press. 

In England the cities never acquired full tax powers, but for all new taxes the consent 

of the king was required. […] After the subjection of the cities, the patrimonial 

bureaucratic state did not reject city economic policy.  Quite the contrary.  The 

economic flowering of cities and the conservation of their populations through 

defence of the sources of their subsistence lay at the very heart of the state’s financial 

interests […].  However, the city’s autonomy in economic regulation was lost…. 

Decisive in this was the inability of the city to bring military-political power into the 

service of its interests in the manner and measure of the patrimonial bureaucratic 

prince.  Only exceptionally were the cities, like the prince, as associations able to take 

part in the economic opportunities newly opened by patrimonial politics.  In the 

nature of the case that was only possible for individuals, particularly socially 

privileged persons.  Such proto-capitalists included especially many landlords or 

members of the higher officialdom but in England as well as in France, besides the 

king himself, relatively few burgher elements participated in the monopolistically 

privileged domestic and foreign enterprises of patrimonialism.  Occasionally…cities 

such as Frankfort [sic] participated in a comprehensive manner in risky speculative 

foreign undertakings.  Most cities which did this, however, ran severe risks, for a 

single failure could destroy them as important political forms. 

The economic decline of numerous cities since the sixteenth century […] was due to 

the fact that the traditional forms of enterprise organized in the city economy no 

longer represented the activities where the greatest economic gains were to be made. 

[…] Like the revolution at one time worked by feudal military technique so, now, 

revolutionary changes centred in politically oriented commercial and industrial capital 

undertakings.  Even where these were formally located in the city they were no longer 

sustained by a city economic policy nor borne by local individual burgher 

organizations. 

The new capitalistic undertakings settled in new locations […].  The great modern 

trade and industrial cities of England arose outside the precincts and power spheres of 

the old privileged corporation.  For this reason it frequently displayed archaic 

elements in its judicial structure such as the retention of the old land courts.  The court 
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farm and court leet remained in Liverpool and Manchester until modern times, though 

the landlord were re-baptised as legal lords. 186-190 
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Reading 2 – Frug, G.E. 1999, City Making: Building Communities without Building 

Walls, Princeton, Princeton University Press 

 

American cities do not have the power to solve their current problems or to control 

their future development.  Cities have only those powers delegated to them by state 

governments and traditionally these powers have been rigorously limited by judicial 

interpretation.  Even if cities act pursuant to an unquestionable delegation of power 

from the state, their actions remain subject to state control.  Any city decision can be 

reversed by a contrary decision by the state, a process the legal system calls “pre-

emption.”  Moreover, state power is not limited simply to the ability to determine the 

scope of city decision-making authority or to second-guess the exercise of that 

authority whenever it seems appropriate to do so.  States have absolute power over 

cities, and the extent of that power has been extravagantly emphasized by the 

Supreme Court of the United States: 

The State…at its pleasure may modify or withdraw all [city] powers, may take 

without compensation [city] property, hold it itself, or vest it in other agencies, 

expand or contract the territorial area, unite the whole or a part of it with 

another municipality, repeal the charter and destroy the corporation.  All this 

may be done, conditionally or unconditionally, with or without the consent of 

the citizens, or even against their protest.  In all these respects the State is 

supreme, and its legislative body, conforming its action to the state constitution, 

may do as it will, unrestrained by any provision of the Constitution of the 

United States. 

In an attempt to limit this subservience to the state, most state constitutions have been 

amended to grant cities the power to exercise “home rule.”  But cities are free of state 

control under home rule only on matters purely local in nature.  And, nowadays, little 

if anything is sufficiently local to fall within such a definition of autonomy.  As a 

result, cities are generally treated by American law as “creatures of the state.” pp.16-

17 
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Reading 3 – Bourdieu, P., 1998, ‘Rethinking the State’ in Bourdieu, P., Practical 

Reason, Cambridge, Polity Press:34-63. 

 

The emerging state must assert its physical force in two different contexts: first 

externally, in relation to other actual or potential states […], in and through war for 

land […]; and second internally, in relation to rival powers (princes and lords) and to 

resistance from below (dominated classes).  The armed forces progressively 

differentiate themselves with, on the one hand, military forces destined for interstate 

competition and, on the other hand, police forces destined for the maintenance of 

intrastate order. 

Concentration of the capital of physical force requires the establishment of an 

efficient fiscal system, which in turn proceeds in tandem with the unification of 

economic space (creation of a national market).  The levies raised by the dynastic 

state apply equally to all subjects – and not, as with feudal levies, only to dependants 

who may in turn tax their own men.  Appearing in the last decade of the twelfth 

century, state tax developed in tandem with the growth of war expenses.  The 

imperatives of territorial defense, first invoked instance by instance, slowly become 

the permanent justification of the “obligatory” and “regular” character of the levies 

perceived “without limitation of time other than that regularly assigned by the king” 

and directly or indirectly applicable “to all social groups”. 

Thus was progressively established a specific economic logic, founded on levies 

without counterpart and redistribution functioning as the basis for the conversion of 

economic capital into symbolic capital, concentrated at first in the person of the 

Prince.  The institution of the tax (over and against the resistance of the taxpayers) 

stands in a relation of  circular causality, with the development of the armed forces 

necessary for the expansion and defense of the  territory under control, and thus for 

the levying of tributes and taxes as well as imposing via constraint the payment of that 

tax.  The institution of the tax was the result of a veritable internal war waged by the 

agents of the state against the resistance of the subjects, who discover themselves as 

such mainly if not exclusively by discovering themselves as taxable, as tax payers 

[…].  It follows that the question of the legitimacy of the tax cannot but be raised 

(Norbert Elias correctly remarks that, at its inception, taxation presents itself as a kind 
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of racket.  It is only progressively that we come to conceive of taxes as a necessary 

tribute to the needs of a recipient that transcends the king, that is, this “fictive body” 

that is the state.  pp42-43 (Emphasis in original) 
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Further readings: 

For general readings on the geographies of the state, see various essays in Brenner, 

N., Jessop, B., Jones, M., & Macleod, G., (eds.), State/Space: A Reader, Oxford, 

Blackwell.  Poovey’s Making A Social Body and History of the Modern Fact both 

provide detailed but accessible and thought-provoking angles on the development of 

national identity and the governmentality of the early state.  Joyce’s Rule of Freedom 

provides a similarly fascinating account, focusing primarily on the changing status of 

the city in 19th and 20th century Britain.  Tilly’s Coercion and Capital in European 

States AD 990-1992 provides an overview of the development of modern state forms 

and their relationship to cities. 

Davies’ History of Money from Ancient Times to the Present combines a 

comprehensive account of the development of different types of money over time 

with reflections on the nature and meaning of money.  Gerald Frug’s Citymaking is a 

unique analysis of the legal status of the city.  Sections of Frug’s book, combined with 

several other important readings can be found in Blomley, N, Delaney, D & Ford, 

R.T. (eds), 2001, The Legal Geographies Reader, Oxford, Blackwell. 

Richard Bonney’s Rise of the Fiscal State in Europe contains detailed historical 

essays on the evolution of national tax systems in most European countries as well as 

an excellent general introduction. 

 


